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Image No Score Position Comments
1 17 Interesting concept - there is just the hint of breakers and spray beyond the rocks, which tbh does distract slightly. Interesting 

patterns and light and shade in the rocks, although I think something may have gone slightly astray in the printing as the colours 

are very saturated and the contrast is very (too) high.. A good attempt at an unusual image.
2 24 THIRD Arresting image of a group of children having a conversation. The shadows and high lights are well handled for a high contrast 

situation and the detail of the sand on the right hand seated boy's back is done well. Of the 5 figures, we see the faces and 

expressions on 2 and this too is well handled.Other than perhaps a crop off of the bottom inch/three quarters of an inch of this 

landscape format shot, this is a strong image.
3 29 FIRST Deceptively simple image of some smoke rising through a beam of light. In fact the light is being refracted through the light and e 

see subtle shades from pure white through to red, green, blue and cyan.the smike flows diagonally up the frame from left to right 

and the swirls(4) help the eye to travel successfully. An interesting concept, well executed.
4 20 Someone has a "dry" sense of humour. An image I suspect of South Gare taken on a stormy day. It's not a monochrome image, as 

the rust streaks on the lighthouse are shown in their red/brown colour, so the overall subdued tones are down to the conditions 

and the handling of the shot, which i think works well. The waves and foam are well hanldedl, although the sea around the 

lighhthouse is slightly blown out.The pier gives a strong leading line - my problem is that i want to see what's happening off to the 

left of the lighthouse, where a large sea has broken. Maybe you couldn't show this because of buildings in the way, but it is still 

slightly frustrating.
5 23 A pleasant portrait of a young lady - good detail and tone and shadow in the eyes and hair and good catchlights in the eyes. The 

highlights in 2-3 of the teeth are blown a bit. The complexion is very smooth, even for one so young, risking a lsightly bland feel, 

but otherwise a good protrait, well executed.
6 28 SECOND A subdued but interesting portrait of someone in 18th century costume. Good catchlights in the eyes and detail on the face and 

the shadows in the image are sufficiently deep to lend interest to the image without obscuring the shape of the hat or the coat. 

Bottom button is too light and pulls the eye away from the face, but compensated by lovely subtle lighting  on his right arm, 

holding the weapon. The lace around the cuff is beautifully lit. it's a strong monochrome image, so strong that i think it could 

successfully have carried off colour, but still a memorable image overall.
7 22 A casual image of someone out walking - the dress is snappy and slightly old fashioned, suggesting someone with an individual 

dress sense or possibly even going to a reenactment or something. The face is a bit blown and the coat is subdued and soft also. 

I'm not so concerend about this - it's more that the monochrome treatment against the very similarly coloured background f 

leaves and trees "loases" the figure a bit and i wonder if colour treatment might have helped on this occasion?
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